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Abstract—Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a promising tech-
nology that has made a significant improvement in Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) based applications by providing a high
level of accuracy and optimal resource utilization while handling
complicated problems efficiently. This paper aims to help future
researchers to design efficient communication protocols for IIoT-
based networks by exploiting the power of the RL technology. We
provide a critical mini review on the recent RL-based MAC and
routing protocols intended for IIoT-based applications, focus on
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), and show through in-depth
analysis how RL is exploited to address their related issues.
The comparison between the reviewed works shows that the
learning model’s complexity, real-time communications, and se-
curity should deserve more consideration during the development
of communication protocols to meet the specific needs of IIoT
applications.

Index Terms—Reinforcement Learning, IIoT, WSN, Routing
Protocols, MAC Protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a promising paradigm in the era
of industry 4.0 that uses wireless technologies (e.g. Wi-Fi,
BLE, Zigbee, 6LoWPAN, LTE/5G, WiMAX, LRWPAN, etc.)
to interconnect smart objects allowing their management [1].
These smart objects like smartphones, RFID tags, sensors and
actuators need minimal human intervention to communicate,
collect, and process data. Industrial IoT is a subset of IoT
which employs the IoT concept in manufacturing to connect
industrial things, such as engines, machines, and robots over
the industrial network and focus on real-time monitoring, scal-
ability, reliability, security and efficiency in industries with low
cost and high business profits [2]. Storage Tank monitoring,
Smart Grid monitoring, pipeline monitors, Steam Distribution
Lines and Fuel Supply Systems are just few examples of the
numerous Industrial systems that adopt IIoT concept to satisfy
their high-level requirements [3].

Today, most IIoT based applications use WSN technology
to control and monitor the functioning of the machines.
Therefore, large number of IoT sensors are deployed in
the smart factories and industrial environments to establish

communication between various machines, collect and process
a large amount of observation data, and transfer it to the
cloud for analysis. This relationship between IIoT and WSN
provides to manufactories tremendous potentials that reduce
operational costs, predict malfunction, minimize downtime,
and even take measure in dangerous situations [4]. However,
the small memory size and the short battery life of sensor
nodes make it limited in processing power and communication
capacity leading to several challenges whenever designing
these networks such as; low complexity, real-time communi-
cations, low-latency, low power consumption, high reliability,
heterogeneity, mobility, scalability, and security [5]. Address-
ing such challenges is often started with the design of MAC
and routing protocols because it radically reduces the energy
consumption and enhances the data transport efficiency of the
designed network.

Over the two last decades, advanced technologies (e.g.
Edge/Fog computing, Big data, Cloud computing, Blockchain,
RL, Cyber physical systems, etc.) has been broadly inves-
tigated to address the above mentioned challenges [6]. This
survey paper focuses on RL-based communication protocols
and covers both RL based MAC and Routing protocols in-
cluding scheduling, routing, clustering, and data aggregation
protocols. We provide a classification of the main issues of
WSN based communication protocols and their studied RL-
based solutions. We study some works of the last five years
and show if they fit the strict requirements of IIoT applications
in term of low computational complexity (time and space
complexity), real-time communications, high reliability, low
power consumption, heterogeneity, mobility, and security.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; an overview
on RL technique is provided in section 2. Section 3 presents
the recent proposed RL-based approaches by classifying them
into two main classes; RL-based MAC protocols and RL-based
routing protocols. Section 4 provides a summary analysis of
the studied works based on several features. Finally, section 5
concludes the survey.



II. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a biologically inspired
method and an important class of machine learning in the
artificial intelligence system [7]. It helps to solve sequential
decision making and large-scale optimization problems by
enforcing the system learning capabilities based on historical
experience [8]. The RL model is composed of the following
components; the agent, the environment, the reward, and the
policy. The agent or decision-maker can efficiently select
its best actions in the future by learning a policy through
interactions with its environment, which can be modeled as
a Markov decision process (MDP) [8], [9]. As a result of
a selected action, the agent will receive a reward from its
environment. The reward value can be either positive or
negative according to the goodness of the recent taken action.
The policy is the strategy used by the learning agent to select
the best action. The goal of RL is to let the agent learning
suitable actions and optimize the policy to get the maximum
cumulative reward in order to achieve a goal by interacting
over time with its environment [7].

Basic reinforcement learning is based on Markov chains
property where the expected reward value is independent of the
past rewards and the agent does not have any initial idea of the
next transition state. At each time step t ∈ T = {0, 1, 2 . . .},
the environment is in a current state St ∈ S with current
reward Rt ∈ R. The agent takes an action At ∈ A from the set
of available actions, then the environment changes its state to
another state St+1, obtains a reward Rt+1 after the transition
from St to St+1 under At, and the process is repeated as
shown in Fig. 1 [7], [9]. In WSN, a state may represent
for example the residual energy of sensor node, the selected
action represents for example the next hop node for routing
packets, and the reward evaluates the network performances
(such as throughput, delay, latency) when taking an action in
a particular state at a particular time instant [10].

The RL methods are categorized as follows:

A. Model based RL methods

The agent learns with a model of its environment which
provides much faster convergence of the algorithm. This model
gives predictions about the outcomes of any (state, action) pair.
However, this kind of methods are less popular because they
depend on the initial environment model and its accuracy [7].

B. Model free RL methods

In these methods, the agent learns from its experiences
explicitly by trail-and-error rule and adjusts its policy without
any model of the environment.

Q-learning is the most promising form of model-free RL
techniques, proposed by Watkins in 1989 [7]. In WSN, Q-
learning algorithm has been frequently used to solve the
related challenges and it has made a significant contribution
in the development of WSN based systems. In Q-learning
algorithm, the agent tries to optimize its policy trough trial
and error, selects the optimal action given the current state
at the given time step and obtains delay reward (i.e reward

can be received far in the future). The expected future total
reward of a particular (state-action) pair, also known as Q-
value (quality value) is estimated using temporal differences
(TD) and updated at every time step using the Bellman
equation (1) and stored in a table called Q-table through an
iterative approach [9], [10].

Qt+1(St, At)← (1− α)Qt(St, At) + α
[
Rt+1+

γmax
a∈A

Qt(St+1, a)
]
. (1)

Where : α ∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate (LR) that controls
the updating of the Q-value and plays an important role in the
convergence rate of the algorithm.
γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor that sets the preference for

either immediately receiving rewards or deferring them.

Fig. 1. The reinforcement learning model.

The biggest limitation of applying basic Q-learning algo-
rithm is the curse of system dimensionality, i.e. when the size
of Q-table increases due to the large actions/states space. In
this case, the search time will increase exponentially and more
storage space will be required hence the tabular Q-learning
will not be practical since the insufficient memory of most
IIoT based systems including WSNs. To address these issues,
researchers tend to use Deep Q-learning Network (DQN) to
extend the scalability of RL by combining the classical Q-
learning and the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN).

In IIoT based systems, we generally deal with multiple
agents (sensors, machines, robots, etc.) which interact within a
same environment. The behavior of agents can be cooperative,
competitive or neutral according to the application require-
ments. More improved variants of the Q-Learning algorithm
which are suitable for Multi-agent systems like Nash Q-
Learning, Modular Q-Learning, and Ant Q-Learning are well
described in [9].

III. RL BASED COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS IN
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Reinforcement learning has been tailored in various algo-
rithms of wireless sensor networks such as scheduling, routing,
clustering and data aggregation. For the best understand of
these algorithms, we categorize the selected works into two
groups; RL-based MAC protocols and RL-based Routing pro-
tocols. Also, the space/time and the communication overhead
of each proposed algorithm are discussed and a summary



analysis is given. Fig. 2 summarizes the major applications of
reinforcement learning used to solve several issues in WSNs.

A. RL-based MAC protocols

In [11], Li et al. proposed a Q-learning-based dynamic
spectrum access method to improve spectrum efficiency and
help unlicensed users (also called secondary users) to dy-
namically access the sensed spectrum hole and exploit the
unused channels while reducing the collision probabilities in
mobile networks. The channel selection strategy is performed
in distributed manner and lies in two cases. In the case
of only single idle channel is available, unlicensed user is
assisted to access spectrum by using a self-learning-based
MAC protocol with memory function. Otherwise, in the case
of accessing multi-channels simultaneously, unlicensed users
use Q-learning algorithm to select the idle channels for data
transmission. In this case, each cognitive user migrating to
another mesh cell selects the channel with the most Q-
value based on the most successful access witch is obtained
through ACK packets after each successful data transmission
at every slot. In this algorithm, the space overhead is related
to the number of channels and users which means that when
these latter increase, the space overhead will increase and
greater size storage will be needed. The time overhead refers
to the waiting time of unlicensed users to access channel.
A higher number of users increases the time overhead to
find the best solution and decelerates the convergence of
the algorithm. For the communications overhead, the high
frequency of ACK packets may generate interferences and
collisions, which degrades the network performances. The
performance evaluation of the proposed protocol shows that it
outperforms other existing schemes in terms of channel usage
rate and conflict probability. However, this protocol does not
support query prioritization between unlicensed users and the
associated energy consumption affected by the learning is not
considered. In addition, the complexity of this algorithm is
relatively high in large-scale networks with high traffic load
and its efficiency depends on the number of channels and users
which have a significant impact on the speed of convergence.

QL-MAC protocol has been proposed in [12] to optimize
the radio sleeping and active periods of network’s nodes
by introducing an intelligent and predictive radio scheduling
strategy through RL techniques. The proposed approach allows
each sensor node to independently predict the most suitable
sleep/active scheduling policy during each time slot by learn-
ing the traffic condition of the node itself and the properties of
its neighborhood. The space and time overhead are related to
the number of slots within a frame which can be considered
as very low. For the communication overhead, packets are
transmitted in broadcast mode and propagated hop by hop to
reach the sink which increases the amount overhead packets,
decreases the energy efficiency and generates interference in
dense networks. Also, sensor nodes exchange the value of
expected received packets used to calculate the amount of
packets a specific neighboring node has sent to another during
a slot time including packets not successfully received due

to collisions. The proposed protocol outperforms CSMA-CA
MAC protocol both in small and large scale scenarios as well
as in real and simulated environments by optimizing the Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR) and reducing the energy consumption of
each sensor node. However, the high communication overhead
in dense networks may decrease the algorithm efficiency and
deteriorate its performances.

In [13], Sharma et al. addressed the coverage redundancy
problem by proposing the coverage-connectivity maintenance
based on Nash Q-learning algorithm. Its aim is to maximize
the coverage rate, minimize the total energy consumption, and
maintain network connectivity provided by sensor nodes in the
WSN. In the suggested protocol, sensor nodes learn indepen-
dently about each other and then each node performs its best
action {active, hibernate, sleep, adjust the sensing range} so
that the total number of activated nodes in each scheduling
round becomes minimum. The proposed protocol consists of
two phases; learning phase for coverage maintenance where
the sensing range of the sensor nodes is customized after
learning the best action to remove coverage redundancy; and
learning phase for connectivity maintenance where the optimal
subset of active nodes is selected. The authors classified
rewards into local and global rewards. The space overhead
is related to the number of sensor nodes because each sensor
node needs to store Q-values of all sensors nodes in Q-table.
The convergence time of this algorithm increases with the rise
of the number of sensor nodes. The communication overhead
of this algorithm is low because sensor nodes don’t need
to exchange notification messages. Performance evaluation of
this protocol in both small and large scale WSN has showed
that it helps to reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes
by customizing their sensing range and minimizing the number
of active sensor nodes. However, latency between active sensor
nodes is not considered in this protocol. In addition, energy
parameter needs to be introduced because sensor nodes nearer
to the base station may require more energy to route the data
from distant nodes.

X. Fu et al. [14] introduced a Q-learning-based scheduling
algorithm for Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology to
satisfy the requirement of energy efficiency and QoS by
optimizing the length of the Connection Interval (CI) and the
number of packets to transmit during each CI in the connection
mode. Specifically, the master, which is the agent, intelligently
selects the most suitable CI length and the number of packets
to transmit per CI using the information provided by the slave
including the number of packets waiting for transmission and
their remaining delays. Reward function is designed to indicate
whether or not selected action meets the delay requirement
and helps to minimize packet losses. For the space overhead,
authors used reduced action/states space for experimentation
but a larger number of packets waiting for transmission at
the slave increases the size of the state space and provides
different results. In this work, authors fixed the maximum
number of waiting packets in the queue to 5 and only 32
different CI out of 3195 are used. Hence, this experimentation
does not reflect the reality. The time overhead is very high in



Fig. 2. Taxonomy of WSN communication issues and their existing RL-based solutions.

high-traffic applications where the number of waiting packets
increases exponentially. For the communication overhead, the
master receives notifications from the slave about the latency
of the packets waiting for transmission on each CI and selects
the optimal transmission parameters of the slave. This be-
haviour increases the communication overhead in high-traffic
applications. The results obtained show that the proposed
scheme increases the network lifetime compared to other
scheduling schemes while meeting delay requirement. The
proposed work may be well suited for real-time application
because it takes into consideration the latency of the waiting
packets to minimize packet losses. However, this proposal does
not fit for high-traffic applications because of its sensitivity to
the increase in the traffic to transmit which deteriorates the
network performances.

In [15], Zhang et al. combined the multi-layer stacked
auto-encoding network model with Q-learning and proposed
a solution for the problem of concurrent data transmission
scheduling in industrial WSNs. They consider the influence of
many factors on data transmission process, such as interference
between nodes, remaining deadline of packets, and remaining
hop count to the destination while determining the data ur-
gency and minimizing the number of lost packets. For the
exploration strategy, the Metropolis criterion in the simulated
annealing algorithm is used based on the ϵ-greddy strategy
to solve the problem of too fast convergence. Rewards are
assigned to the actions which led to less packet loss. The
space overhead is reduced significantly using the stacked auto-
encoder model in the Q-learning phase. However, the agent
requires to calculate and store the matrix of interference be-
tween nodes which is very costly in term of storage space. For
the time overhead, combining deep learning with Q-learning
improves significantly the learning speed in systems with large

state/action spaces. For the communication overhead, nodes
require to communicate at least the remaining cutoff time of
their packets to calculate the urgency data on the network
at each time slot. Also, they need to receive the network
topology from the base station after every topology update, so,
the DQN needs to be re-trained for several times especially in
high dynamic networks. The experimental results show that the
proposed scheme significantly improves the average number of
lost packets compared with existing solutions. However, only
25 nodes were used for experimentation which does not refer
to a large-scale network.

B. RL-based Routing protocols
Künzel et al. in [16] presented Q-Learning Reliable Routing

with a Weighting Agent (QLRR-WA) algorithm for Wire-
lessHART protocols. In this work, the Network Manager
(NM), which is the learning agent, builds an uplink routing
graph using the information received from sensor nodes (the
Received Signal Level RSL, the number of hops from the
gateway, and the residual energy). Q-learning algorithm is
adopted to iteratively adjust the weight values of a cost
equation used to choose for each node at least two best
neighbors to forward messages toward the gateway. Rewards
are received when the agent decreases the average network
latency or increases the expected network lifetime. For the
space overhead, the states refer to a set of weights (wh, wp,
ws) which have a significant impact on the accuracy and the
convergence time of the algorithm by reducing the distance
in hops from nodes to the gateway (wh), avoiding the use of
battery-powered nodes as successors (wp), and reducing the
probability of packet transmission failures by choosing nodes
with greater RSL as successors (ws). The time overhead is
influenced by the changes of network topology which require
re-configurations. Also, the state/action space which requires



several time to explore the environment in each state and
many iterations to converge. For the communication overhead,
the NM needs to collect information messages from sensor
nodes to run the algorithm which increases the communication
overhead especially in dense networks. Performance evaluation
shows that QLRR-WA algorithm outperforms other existing
solution in term of low latency and reliability. However,
re-configurations of the network topology in high-dynamic
networks require many iterations to converge and increase the
waiting time of nodes for the new configuration to transmit
their messages which decelerate the network performance.

In [17], Cho and Lee proposed Q-LEACH protocol based
on reinforcement learning and F-LEACH protocol based on
the Fuzzifier method within both static and dynamic topology
consideration to improve the clustering phase of the well-
known LEACH protocol. In Q-LEACH algorithm, the total
area is divided into several units and Q-table is calculated for
each unit dimension. The current state consists of the Signal
Interference Noise Rate (SINR) between the sensor node and
the CH node, the action is the selection of a transmit power,
and the reward function considers the SINR and the agent
is rewarded when node arrives to the best CH. For the space
overhead, a large subset of SINR values increases the accuracy
of the algorithm but may lead to a high space overhead. For the
communication overhead, Q-LEACH protocol does not need
to exchange information messages for clustering. The results
of simulation indicate that Q-LEACH improves the network
lifetime by minimizing the total dissipated energy and achieves
the best throughput compared to the LEACH protocol and
other existing routing schemes. However, this protocol does
not have an effective selection method for cluster head nodes
which can provide better performance. Also, the packet losses
caused by nodes mobility were not examined.

In [18], the authors proposed RL-based energy-aware rout-
ing algorithm (Q-DAEER) to dynamically find an optimal
routing path that optimizes the overall energy consumption
and improves the lifetime of heterogeneous WSN. It considers
several types of sensors with multiple queue management and
three different data aggregation models (representative, lossy
compressive and lossless aggregation model). Sensor nodes
can determine the best next hop node using their updated Q-
values based on the reward function which considers the data
aggregation level of the neighbor node, the residual energy,
the communication cost, and the hop count to the sink. For
the space overhead, each sensor node requires a separated Q-
table to learn and a queue to store data for each sensor type of
the network. The sensor type-queue overload depends on the
the packet sizes, and the Q-table size depends on the number
of neighbor nodes. The time overhead refers to the waiting
time for data aggregation and the convergence time of Q-
learning algorithm which is related to the network density. For
the communication overhead, sensors periodically exchange
rewards and Q-values which increases the communication
overhead of the network, overloads the sensor memory and
decelerates the network performances. Simulation results show
that Q-DAEER protocol outperforms other existing routing

algorithms in terms of energy consumption, network lifetime,
average hop count, and the number of transmissions. However,
the waiting time for data aggregation is not managed, which
increases the latency for data delivery to the sink node.

In [19], Sathyamoorthy et al. proposed a centralized ap-
proach and blended the Q-learning technique with the K-
Means algorithm to enhance clustering and node balancing
in WSN. Each cluster is partitioned into ‘k’ partitions and a
Partition Head (PH) for each partition will be chosen. The
PH with the most residual energy and the closest distance
to the sink will be elected as CH (Cluster Head). As well
for the node balancing algorithm, Q-learning has been used
for evenly distributing the sensors in each partition. The time
overhead refers to the waiting time of sensor nodes for the new
coordinates and the elected PH. Thus, the sink requires more
learning time to find the best solution in dense networks. The
performance evaluation of the Q-K-means protocol indicated
that this later increases the throughput, reduces the-end-to
end delay, and produces a significant improvement in network
lifetime with a reliable data packet delivery ratio. However,
the learning agent needs to be aware about nodes positions
which is not possible in most Industrial networks.

In [20], Device to Device (D2D) multi-criteria reinforce-
ment learning algorithm was proposed for smart cities to
improve the performance of packet delivery ratio, disturbances,
latency, and energy consumption using mobile IoT devices that
support authentication to ensure security. After establishing
secure sessions for direct communication, each device exploits
RL technique to choose the most optimal route for forwarding
the data towards the sink node using the obtained information
from its neighbors such as residual energy, the speed, the radio
coverage, and the link cost information to calculate the route
rank. A reward is assigned to the neighbor with the highest
route rank value which will be selected as next hop device.
High communication overhead is generated in this algorithm
due to the excessive exchange of control packets between
devices which requires also more convergence time to find
optimal routes. The suggested D2D multi-criteria algorithm
is tested and compared with other existing solutions (CTEER
and QL-MAC algorithms) to demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm leads to lightweight complexity by balancing the
resources consumption among the mobile nodes, reducing
the cost of communication by finding optimal routes, and
identifying the malicious nodes which generate excessive false
traffic.

C. Summary analysis

A reinforcement learning-based communication protocol
might perform poorly when the agents and the reward func-
tions are badly setting up, which leads to high space, time, or
communication overhead and even convergence insufficiency.
These later decelerate the learning process and negatively
affect the basic requirements needed to develop industrial
systems, such as computational complexity, latency, power
consumption, reliability, and real-time communications. In
table I, we summarize and compare the discussed communica-



TABLE I
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF RL-BASED COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS IN WSN

RL-Based MAC Protocols RL-Based Routing Protocols
[11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20]

Low-computational complexity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Low-latency ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Low-energy consumption ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Reliability ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Real-time communications ✓ ✓
Heterogeneity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Mobility ✓ ✓ ✓
Scalability ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Security ✓

tion schemes assisted by RL according to several requirements
of WSNs and IIoT-based systems. Based on this table, the
learning model’s complexity, real-time communications, and
security should be better considered. Further enhancements
on these protocols are expected to meet the specific needs of
the IIoT-based applications while achieving convergence and
reducing overhead and complexity.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper reviewed some recent RL-based communica-
tion protocols including MAC, scheduling, clustering, data
aggregation, and routing protocols. RL has the capability to
provide high performance to IIoT based applications with
involved WSNs while mitigating their related issues. However,
the computational complexity of RL-based protocols has an
important impact on the application it is used for. Also,
the seek for balancing the trade-off between cost, delay,
energy efficiency, accuracy, and security remains a challenging
issue. In our future work, we will extend our study to cover
more Intelligence Artificial techniques and address other IIoT
challenges.
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